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Dribbble is #include namespace Dyn = std::dynamic_pointer_cast; Dyn::Dynamic *TypeConverter::operator==(const
Dyn::Dynamic &other) const { return dynamic_cast(other.get()); } void TypeConverter::convertFromFloat(const float
&value, Dyn::Dynamic &dyn) { if (dyn.get()!= nullptr) dyn = dyn->get(); else throw std::runtime_error("Cannot
convert float to dynamic"); if (dyn == nullptr) throw std::runtime_error("Cannot convert float to dynamic"); float
result = value; dyn->get() = &result; } void TypeConverter::convertFromDouble(const double &value, Dyn::Dynamic
&dyn) { if (dyn.get()!= nullptr) dyn = dyn->get(); else throw std::runtime_error("Cannot convert float to dynamic"); if
(dyn == nullptr) throw std::runtime_error("Cannot convert float to dynamic"); double result = value; dyn->get() =
&result; } The present invention relates to a method of manufacturing a semiconductor device, and particularly to a
method of manufacturing a semiconductor device in which a nitride semiconductor layer is formed on a
semiconductor substrate having a back surface which faces a direction that is opposite to the direction in which a
surface of the semiconductor substrate on which a semiconductor layer is to be formed faces. Due to the development
of the technique for forming a thin film on a semiconductor substrate or a semiconductor layer formed on the
semiconductor
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